HoneyPOP Flower Instructions

1. Stamp desired pattern pieces from 11102SC Fabulous Flowers HoneyPOP Clear Set onto Honeycomb Paper Pad, making sure to line up arrows so they are directly on top of glue lines of pad. See Diagram 1.

2. Cut out flower honeycomb pieces. See Photo A.

3. Stretch open flower honeycomb pieces, and press to flatten. See Photo B.

4. Remove plastic backing from one side of 1 1/2” Cosmo Cricket’s Gluber. (Alternatively, Scor-Tape and circle punches may be used instead of Glubers and glue dots, as shown in photos.)

5. Create first layer of flower by placing one honeycomb piece around outer edge of Gluber, working your way around entire edge until you reach the beginning. Cut or tear off any remaining honeycomb. See Photos C & D.

6. Place other honeycomb piece around inner edge of flower, covering remaining area of Gluber and working your way around again to the beginning. Cut or tear off any remaining honeycomb. See Photo E.

7. Cut off prongs from back of button if desired, and attach to center of flower with 1/2” glue dot. See Photo F.

8. Remove plastic backing from Gluber on underside of flower, and adhere to card.

For a video tutorial, please go here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6TcmqkbmSMY
Look at the HoneyPOP Flowers you can make: